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Prince Charles and Saudi-backed terrorism:

Demand answers!
In response to the recent terror attacks by ISIS in Paris, Lebanon, and the Sinai Peninsula, among other places,
Citizens Electoral Council of Australia National Secretary
Craig Isherwood today stated from his party’s headquarters
in Melbourne:
“ISIS has now boasted that they will hit Washington, D.C.,
while the head of MI5 has been proclaiming for months that
a mass slaughter on the streets of the UK is inevitable. Dire
warnings of terrorist attacks have also been issued here in
Australia.
“We must therefore take the war against ISIS into entirely new dimensions. Rather than cowering in terror, waiting
for new eruptions of mass slaughter in which you or your
loved ones may be the next to die, you as an individual citizen in Australia or in the UK have a personal responsibility
to do something to bring this mayhem to a halt.
“The first new dimension of an actual war on terror
would be to root out the financial and logistical support
provided to ISIS by megabanks in London and on Wall Street,
without whose assistance ISIS would begin to wither away.At
their 15-16 November summit in Turkey, Russian President
Vladimir Putin provided his fellow G20 heads of state with
concrete evidence of the sources of terrorist financing, he
said, ‘from 40 countries … including some G20 countries’.
And UK Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn demanded in
Parliament on 18 November that PM David Cameron slap
on ‘sanctions against those banks and companies and, if
necessary, countries which turn a blind eye to those who
do dealings with ISIL, who assist them in their work.’ Corbyn has repeatedly named Saudi Arabia as a centrepiece of
this apparatus.
“Besides Saudi Arabia”, Isherwood continued, “an excellent place to start is the City of London’s HSBC, the
largest British bank, which is 5 per cent owned by the British government through the Royal Bank of Scotland. HSBC
has laundered probably hundreds of billions of dollars of
drug money and has maintained intimate financial links to
Saudi banks which finance Al-Qaeda, as well as to leading
personnel of MI5 and MI6, agencies deeply implicated in
building this terror machine in the first place.1
“But a second new dimension of counteraction against
the terrorists is more important still. And that is to break
up the protection which political establishments in the
West—notably in the UK and the USA—have granted to
the orchestrators and financiers of ISIS: Saudi Arabia and
Qatar, with help from their friends in Turkey. In this regard,
as the CEC and our friends at the US weekly Executive
Intelligence Review have documented, the key figure is Prince
Charles, because over the past three decades no other member of the state leadership of any country has been more
intimately associated with the foremost Saudi orchestrators
of international terrorism than he.

“Therefore, you as a citizen of Australia or the UK should
review the public-domain evidence I provide below, which
is drawn from the dossiers compiled by the CEC and EIR.
Then demand that your MP stand up in Parliament and
raise the ‘unthinkable’ questions they have hitherto been
too cowardly to mention.2 These are but a few essentials of
what is known about the role of Charles and the Crown in
creating and orchestrating terrorism. Much more evidence,
and investigative leads, may be found in the links provided.”
Al-Yamamah and Al-Qaeda/ISIS
Crucial to the financing of modern international terrorism is the infamous Al-Yamamah arms deal struck between
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and Saudi Prince Bandar
bin Sultan in 1985, which is still running and which by 2013
had generated an estimated US$160 billion.3 This gigantic
slush fund was used to finance the rise of first Al-Qaeda
and then ISIS. The later phases of Al-Yamamah—the richest single contract in British history—were negotiated by
Charles himself during 12 official visits to Saudi Arabia and
innumerable private ones. Britain’s Serious Fraud Office
investigated Al-Yamamah in 2003-06 for corruption and
bribes on a gigantic scale, but then-PM Tony Blair suddenly
shut down the probe, claiming that “Our relationship with
Saudi Arabia is vitally important for our country in terms
of counter-terrorism”.
The real orchestrator of the cover-up, however, was not
Blair, but Charles. A glimpse of that reality appeared in the
2005 book Saudi Babylon, a chronicle of the Saudi Kingdom’s
imprisonment and torture of Sandy Mitchell in 2000. The
book provided a detailed account of an extraordinary April
2003 meeting at New Scotland Yard:
“Prince Charles’s relationships with prominent House
of Saud members have created serious problems and
obstacles to UK agencies investigating claims of Saudi
financing of international terrorism, according to Special
Branch sources [emphasis added]. The delicacy and
sensitivity of Prince Charles’s friendships was raised
during a meeting at New Scotland Yard in April 2003.
Families of the victims of 9/11 had filed a lawsuit
accusing some members of the House of Saud, notably defence minister Prince Sultan and the new UK
Ambassador, Prince Turki, of supporting Al-Qaeda in
the past. Their lawyers were in Europe investigating
allegations that senior Saudi royals had backed Islamic
charities, run by the government, which funded the
9/11 hijackers.
“The meeting at New Scotland Yard was attended
by detective chief inspector Stephen Ratcliffe, the
Special Branch officer in charge of tracking terrorism
financing; Peter Clarke, national director of countering terrorist funding; Robert Randall, a police liaison

officer; and lawyers for the families of the 9/11 victims.Alan Gerson, a lawyer for 9/11 relatives, outlined
their case and said that the Saudi royal family were
put on notice in 1999 by US National Security Council (NSC) officials in Riyadh that funds for Al-Qaeda
came from Saudi. ‘There were similar warnings to
the Saudis in London as well,’ said Ratcliffe, ‘although
some of our regulatory agencies were not always up
to scratch in tracing the money.’
“‘Well, have the UK authorities uncovered anything to show that charities run by some members
of the Saudi royal family were channelling money to
the terrorists?’ asked Gerson.
“Ratcliffe looked hesitant and a little sheepish.
‘Our ability to investigate the Saudis is very limited,’ he said. He then paused, looked across at a
photograph of Prince Charles on the wall, raised
his eyebrows and smiled knowingly without saying
a word. ‘He did not say anything but the message
was crystal clear when he looked at the picture,’
said a police officer who was present. ‘It was Prince
Charles’s special relationship with the Saudis which
was a problem. He gave no other reason why they
were restricted.’”4
One need not rely solely on Hollingsworth’s account
of Charles’s intimacy with Saudi kingpins of international
terrorism. The two Saudi influentials named in that New
Scotland Yard meeting, Al-Yamamah’s Prince Bandar and
Prince Turki, for instance, were two of only eight foreign
royals whom Charles invited to his 2005 wedding with
Camilla Parker-Bowles, while Bandar biographer William
Simpson reported that Bandar’s relationship with Charles
was long-standing and “very close”. As for Bandar’s brother-in-law Prince Turki, he headed Saudi General Intelligence
from 1979 to 2001 during which time he created Al-Qaeda.
He suddenly resigned from that post only 10 days before
9/11, and though featured in the 9/11 families’ lawsuit and
subsequently named by a convicted 9/11 conspirator as one
of its main orchestrators, Turki went on to become Saudi
Ambassador to the UK (2003-05) and to the USA (2005-06).
Charles’s Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies:
Terror Central
One of Charles’s main “private charities” is his Oxford
Centre for Islamic Studies (OCIS), in which he has long been
the Patron. The British press habitually refers to Charles’s
“fascination with Islam”, to explain his tightness with the
OCIS and related activities. Already some three decades
ago, Charles convinced his good friend, the now-deceased
Saudi King Fahd, to finance the construction of a network
of mosques in the UK, which was soon to house the first
phases of terrorist infrastructure where the Wahhabist
radicals were trained, such as the infamous Finsbury Park
Mosque in north London. Among other atrocities, Finsbury
personnel were involved in the 7 July 2005 subway bombings
(“7/7”) in London which killed 52 and wounded 700 more,
and in the January 2015 Charlie Hebdo attacks in Paris. In a
US courtroom in 2014, Finsbury leader Abu Hamza al-Masri stated in his defence that he had been working for MI5
all along.5 Consider the present or past board members
and the major financiers of Charles’s OCIS, virtually all of
whom have been implicated in financing, orchestrating or
advocating terrorism.6
Prince Bandar bin Sultan contributed an estimated US$13-24.4 million to the OCIS in the early
1990s, according to various accounts, and arranged
for then-Saudi King Fahd to kick in another $32.4
million in 1997.While Saudi ambassador to the Unit-

ed States, Bandar provided financing and logistical
support to the 9/11 terrorists.7
Prince Turki bin Faisal, a member of the OCIS
Board of Trustees and chairman of its Strategy Advisory Committee, has been named as a financier and
coordinator of 9/11.
Prince Mohamed bin Faisal, a brother of Prince
Turki and known as a “pioneer of Islamic banking”,
was named by the 9/11 families in a lawsuit.
Abdullah Omar Naseef co-founded the OCIS
and chairs its Board of Trustees. In the 1980s, Naseef
co-created Maktab al-Khidamat, the backbone organisation of the Arab-Afghan mujahedin in Afghanistan,
which in 1989 changed its name to Al-Qaeda. He,
too, has been named a financier of terrorism in a
9/11 families’ lawsuit. After Queen Elizabeth II herself granted the OCIS a Royal charter in May 2011,
Naseef exulted, “This is very good news. This shows
that the British government, the Queen, and the
whole state are very much aware that the Oxford
Centre for Islamic Studies is doing very well to make
relations between the Islamic world and the Western
world closer and to bring Islam and its role into the
international arena.”
Yusuf al-Qaradawi was a board member of the
OCIS from 1985 until 2006. Qatar-based spiritual
leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, he has issued
fatwas for the overthrow and assassination of Libya’s
Qaddafi and Syria’s Assad, and in July 2012 threatened
the assassination of Egyptian leader Gen.Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi, now President of Egypt. In a 30 January 2009
broadcast on Al-Jazeera TV al-Qaradawi proclaimed
that “Hitler Put the Jews in Their Place”:“Throughout
history, Allah has imposed upon the [Jews] people
who would punish them for their corruption. The
last punishment was carried out by Hitler. By means

of all the things he did to them—even though they
exaggerated this issue—he managed to put them in
their place. This was divine punishment for them.”
The Bin Laden family, besides the notoriety
brought by its famous member Osama bin Laden,
was among the Saudi, Qatari and Kuwaiti private donors of some $70 million to the OCIS, endowing its
“Mohammed bin Laden chair”, named after Osama’s
father. Osama had been recruited by Prince Turki to
set up the Maktab al-Khidamat network, the future
Al-Qaeda.
International terrorism
and the Anglo-American Empire
The ultimate enemy in the “war on terror” is beyond the
foot-soldiers of ISIS; it is those who created Al-Qaeda and
ISIS. They are the powers typified by HSBC and the other
megabanks of the City of London and their junior partners
on Wall Street, the “informal financial empire”, in the words
of British imperial strategists themselves, which has replaced
the genocidal formal British Empire of the 19th century.This
new form of empire still sits above nation-states, which it
forced to bail out its megabanks in 2008. Now, faced with
an impending, far greater global financial crash, this empire
is unleashing mass terrorism, while simultaneously seeking
ever more draconian legislation, including “shoot-to-kill”
authorisation and sweeping powers of surveillance. The
purpose? To establish police states, in order to control
populations who are already rebelling against the vicious
austerity of globalisation, a rebellion typified by the stunning
election of Jeremy Corbyn to head the UK Labour Party.
The history of the creation of Al-Qaeda and now ISIS
for this purpose, over the last several decades, is chronicled
in a 101-page dossier of articles from Executive Intelligence
Review magazine, “9/11, ISIS, and the Anglo-American/Saudi
Terror Nexus”. (See http://cecaust.com.au/terror/)
An actual war on terror must include the two essential
measures outlined here:
1) Beginning with Prince Charles, the Western sponsors
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of Al-Qaeda, ISIS et al. must be named, and then hauled before
national governments to be interrogated; and
2) The London and Wall Street megabanks which are
supporting ISIS and forcing brutal austerity upon the populations of the world must be broken up by banking separation
laws such as the US President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s
Glass-Steagall legislation, passed by the US Congress in
1933, which protect normal lending from insatiable financial speculators. Such legislation now has wide and rapidly
growing support in the US Congress, and missed passage
in the UK in 2013 by only nine votes in the House of Lords
and 49 votes in the House of Commons, during debate of
the Financial Services (Banking Reform) Bill 2013.
Therefore, if you want to defeat terrorism, as well as
reverse the policies of genocidal austerity, you must do your
part: Call your MP and demand that he or she act to summon Prince Charles for questioning on suspicion of being a
terrorist kingpin, and demand that they enact Glass-Steagall
legislation. And forward this press release to all of your
friends and associates and urge them to do likewise.
HSBC’s global activities, including the financing of terrorism.
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Cowper-Coles is senior advisor to HSBC’s group chairman and the group
chief executive, and chairs the Saudi-British Society.
Robert Barwick, “Amidst New Scrutiny of Charles’s Saudi Ties, British Royals
Feel Heat Over Diana’s Assassination”, EIR, 13 February 2015, reports on
questions raised about a singular moment in Cowper-Coles’s earlier career,
by Australian investigator John Morgan in his 11-volume compendium of
evidence in the deaths of Princess Diana, Dodi al Fayed and Henri Paul
in a Paris car crash on 31 August 1997. Cowper-Coles apparently arrived
to assume the post of MI6 station chief in France, operating from Britain’s
embassy in Paris, on the very day Diana died.
2. The CEC’s ongoing exposure of this reality no doubt was a contributing
motive for Charles and his entourage to shut down CEC public organising
in Albany, Western Australia during Charles’s recent visit there, under the
pretext of “anti-terror measures”.
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Prince Charles in Australia: Anti-terror police
powers deployed against Australian political party
16 Nov.—On Saturday 14 November, members of the Citizens
Electoral Council (CEC), a federally registered political party,
were manning a booth at the annual Agricultural Show in Albany,Western Australia, to present their policies to the public,
when a plain-clothed Federal Police officer, accompanied by five
state police and security guards, swooped down on them.After
grilling the activists, among them two 90-year-olds, in particular about the party’s “stance on Muslims”, the police served
“move on” orders, demanding that they leave the city within
an hour and a half and cancel any activity planned for Albany or
Perth during the 13-15 November visit of heir to the throne
Prince Charles to WA, upon pain of immediate arrest under
anti-terrorism statutes. CEC Western Australia state secretary
Jean Robinson, a frequent election candidate, was instructed
that if she were not 25 kilometres out of Albany by 11:15am,
when Charles arrived at the airport, she would be arrested.
Additionally, 93 year-old CEC supporter and Albany resident
Vincenzo Zumbo, a veteran of the anti-fascist resistance in
Italy in WWII, was ordered to return home and remain there
until after Charles and Camilla left at 4pm. Asked why these
unprecedented, draconian measures were being applied, the
police responded, “What happened in Paris is a BIG deal”, referring to the ISIS attacks in Paris some hours earlier, and said
that these were measures for Charles’s security while visiting
Western Australia.
In response, CEC National Secretary Craig Isherwood on
16 November issued the following statement from the party’s
national headquarters in Melbourne:
“This is an utter fraud. Why didn’t the police apply these
‘anti-terror’ measures against the Australian Labor Party or
the Liberal or National parties, all of which were represented
at the Albany show? The CEC constituted no more of a ‘terrorist threat’ than those Establishment parties.We have been
a national political party for 27 years and we and our policies
are extremely well known in this country. And given that the
CEC is the Australian wing of the international movement led
by Lyndon LaRouche—which every man and his dog knows
has had sharp political disputes with Charles and his family for
decades—the police knew whom they were dealing with in Albany.The order for this outrageous intervention into Australian
politics therefore must have either come from or been cleared
by Prince Charles himself. Everyone knows that our security
agencies, the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation
(ASIO) and the Australian Secret Intelligence Service (ASIS),
are run by MI5 and MI6, respectively, who in turn report to
the Crown.We are such a hot issue that the ‘locals’ would not
have taken such an outrageous action on their own.
“If the police want to question someone about terrorism,
why not start with Charles? As we and our associates internationally have documented, no one has done more than he to
construct the apparatus of international terrorism, especially
through his intimate connections with the Saudi and Qatari
royal families. In fact, the board of his Oxford Centre for Is-

lamic Studies is packed with such advocates, organisers, and/or
financiers of international terrorism as Prince Turki bin Faisal.
He and his royal cousin Prince Bandar bin Sultan, the two of
whom were among only eight foreign royals invited to Charles
and Camilla’s wedding, sponsored the rise of al-Qaeda and
ISIS and have been named in lawsuits as having orchestrated
and financed 9/11. We documented all this in presentations
at the CEC’s 28-29 March 2015 international conference in
Melbourne,‘The World Land-Bridge. Peace on Earth, Good Will
Towards All Men’. As just one example, when lawyers for the
9/11 families visited London in 2003 to investigate claims of
Saudi financing of international terrorism, they hit a roadblock.
As author Mark Hollingsworth reported in Saudi Babylon:
Torture, Corruption and Cover-Up Inside the House of Saud:
‘Prince Charles’s relationships with prominent House of Saud
members have created serious problems and obstacles to UK
agencies investigating claims of Saudi financing of international
terrorism, according to Special Branch sources.’
“For decades now, Britain has been known as ‘Londonistan’
among European and other national law enforcement agencies
for its sponsorship of international terrorism. Most notorious
was the role of the Finsbury Park Mosque in north London in
the 1990s under the infamous Abu Hamza, whose personnel
have been implicated in dozens of terrorist attacks including
9/11, the 7 July 2005 London subway bombings known as ‘7/7’
which killed 52 people and wounded another 700, and the
January 2015 Charlie Hebdo massacre in Paris. Did MI5, MI6
and Scotland Yard not know what was going on? Abu Hamza
himself testified in a US court that he had been working for
MI5! (For more, see EIR Counterintelligence Director Jeff
Steinberg’s address to the CEC’s March 2015 International
Conference.)
“The reality, as LaRouche emphasised again in a public
presentation on 14 November, is that international terrorism
is directed by the British Crown for imperial purposes.These
include eliminating sovereign nation states as has largely been
done in Iraq and Libya and is planned for Syria; for mass population reduction; and to create the pretexts—as with 9/11—to
establish fascist police states as the world plunges towards a
new Global Financial Crash far worse than that of 2008. That
includes in Britain itself, where the heads of MI5 and MI6 now
issue one dire warning after another, and where the Crown
and the City of London are threatened by the emergence of
Jeremy Corbyn as the new Labour leader, by his anti-austerity
policies and vow to split up London’s ‘Too Big to Fail’ banks
through Glass-Steagall legislation.
“As for the treatment of CEC organisers in Albany, this is
not the first time Charles has treated Australia as a royal family
possession. As we demonstrated in our 11 November press
release, forty years ago he and his mum directed the sacking
of our popularly elected prime minster Gough Whitlam, and
he has the nerve to be touring here on the anniversary of
that event.”
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